3M™ Doodlebug™
Cleaning System
Efficiency from the
ground up
We’ve teamed up several
3M™ Doodlebug™ Products to
offer a versatile cleaning system
that can make your cleaning job
easier, more effective and less
costly. Choose from two styles
of holders, four cleaning pads
and a brush. They’re designed
for most cleaning tasks, from
light-duty cleaning of delicate
surfaces to heavy-duty cleaning
of dirt and finish buildup.
The pads and brush all easily
attach to the holders, which
feature special hook-and-loop
grippers that hold them firmly
in place. The Doodlebug
cleaning system is especially
effective when used with
cleaning chemicals such as
3M™ TroubleShooter™ Cleaners,
and 3M™ Sharpshooter™ ExtraStrength, No-Rinse Cleaner.
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3M™ Doodlebug™ Cleaning System Components

3M™ Doodlebug™ General
Purpose Brush 4020—
Ideal for cleaning surfaces such
as tile and grout in bathrooms,
showers and kitchens, as well
as concrete, vinyl, brick and
raised circular-pattern rubber
floors. It’s excellent for
cleaning surfaces covered
with 3M™ Safety-Walk™
Slip-Resistant Material, too.
Features include:
• Non-abrasive, long-lasting
polypropylene bristles for
effective and efficient
scrubbing
• Strong loop backing that
attaches securely to
3M™ Doodlebug™ Pad Holder
or Handblock

3M™ Doodlebug™ Pad
Holder 6472—Attaches
to brush/broom handle
and swivels to clean
hard-to-reach areas like
baseboards, stairs, and
under fixtures and
furniture. Unique hookand-loop bottom holds
Doodlebug pads, sponge
or brush without the
use of adhesives
or fasteners.

3M™ Doodlebug™
Blue Pad 8242—
For medium-duty
cleaning tasks, such
as cleaning stairs.

3M™ Doodlebug™
Handblock 6473—
Convenient, built-in
handle puts cleaning
versatility in the palm
of your hand. Unique
hook-and-loop bottom
holds Doodlebug pads,
sponge or brush
without the use of
adhesives or fasteners.

3M™ Doodlebug™
Brown Scrub ’n Strip
Pad 8541—For tough
jobs like removing
finish and wax from
baseboards, floor edges
and stairs.

3M™ Doodlebug™
White Cleansing Pad
8440—Specially
designed for delicate
surfaces and light
cleaning such as
windows, ceramic-tile
walls, floors and
swimming pools.

3M™ Doodlebug™
High Productivity
Stripping Pad 8550—
A very aggressive pad
for extra-tough jobs
like removing stubborn
black marks, rust stains
and heavy buildup of
dirt or finish.

How to reach us
For more information or to place an order,
call your local 3M distributor. Or, for the
name of the distributor nearest you, call

1-800-852-9722
For technical information, please visit our
Web site at www.3M.com/commcare
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To speak to a technical support person, call

1-800-626-8578
For general assistance, call

1-800-3M-HELPS
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